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Music 
    I remember the music of my youth: Van Halen, Prince, Whitesnake, 

Michael Jackson, Journey, Madonna, Bon Jovi, Whitney Houston, Guns-n-

Roses, Ozzy Osbourne, Motley Crue.  The list goes on.  I remember sitting 

in my high school library and reading a magazine about Prince & “Little 

Red Corvette” in 1982, and then checking out the Cassette tape & listening 

to “1999”;  It was on the edge, futuristic and exciting.  I remember first 

discovering Van Halen in my basement with a friend and shuffling through 

boxes of cassette tapes; the winged baby on the cover of “1984” smoking 

a cigarette was pure rebellion.  I remember listening to my brothers Ozzy 

Album “Bark at the Moon” and it felt so wrong, like we would surely get in 

trouble just for having the album. 

    We all look back on the music of our youth as a soundtrack of our life, I 

think mostly because it transports us back to a time of excitement and 

innocence.  These songs, these musicians, they make life seem less dull.  

They make us feel more alive.   And somehow, the music becomes more 

than just music- we connect to it on a spiritual and emotional level.  Music 

has the power to lift our spirits up and help push us through the toughest 

days.  It surrounds us everywhere we go; our cars, our elevators, the 

stores, the streets, our workplace and our worship place.  The Famous 

Monk and founder of the Reformation, Martin Luther, thought music was 

so spiritually important that he said, “Next to the Word of God only music 

deserves to be extolled as the mistress and governess of the feelings of  

the human heart.” 
    It’s no wonder that Music, this important companion, and soul mate, made its way into the 7 arts and Sciences and became 
an important part of Freemasonry.  In the 1700’s & 1800’s, over 25 Composers were known to be Freemasons, including 
Beethoven, Mozart, John Philip Sousa, and Irving Berlin. In more recent times, the Jazz era of the early 20th century was full 
of Freemasons; Duke Ellington, Nat King Cole, Dizzy Gillespie and Count Basie. 
    So, what is it that draws the parallel between music and Freemasonry?  Perhaps we look to Freemason & Jazz Philosopher 
Duke Ellington who is quoted as saying “A Man is a god in ruins”.  He recognized the divine in each of us and the imperfect 
nature of our rough ashlar.  He too, like all Masons, recognized that we have so much potential as human beings – and yet, 
we fall so short.  He also said that “A problem is a chance for you to do your best.”  This kind of attitude certainly lines up with 
our masonic ideals: we seek to improve ourselves as men and keep our passions in due bounds, always polishing our stone.  
Duke also said, “Love is Supreme and Unconditional” and he recognized the need for mankind to take care of one another as 
our ritual tells us to “relieve the distressed” and to “have charity for all mankind “. 
    Perhaps Freemasonry and Music are bound by a common search for meaning.  As Freemasons, we look beyond the grave 
– to the boundless realm of eternity. We speak of seeking knowledge and wisdom and of finding the unspoken word.  I think 
David Bowie said it best when he said “Searching for music is like searching for God.  They’re very similar.  There’s an effort 
to reclaim the unmentionable, the unsayable, the unseeable, the unspeakable, all those things, comes into being a composer 
and to writing music and to searching for notes and pieces of musical information that don’t exist”.  It’s no wonder musicians 
are drawn to Freemasonry. Both Masons and Musicians are seeking a deeper connection to the almighty, a search for 
meaning.  Or, as Friedrich Nietzsche said, “Without Music, life would be a mistake”. 
 

Yours in Education, Understanding & Freedom 
Bo Buchanan, Master - Arizona Lodge No. 2 

7 Arts & Sciences: Grammar, Rhetoric, Logic, Arithmetic, Geometry, Music, Astronomy 
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Illustration from "Hortus deliciarum" by Herrad von Landsberg (c. 1180 CE) depicting the Seven Liberal 

Arts: Rhetoric, Dialectic, Grammar, Mathematics, Geometry, Music, Astronomy. 

The Seven Liberal Arts 
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From the South – Little Focus on Reflection 

A thing about light is sometimes focusing on what is illuminated, the 

light can be literally blinding - good reason to not stare at the sun 

unaided. 

Aids for focusing while looking at sun light are what lenses, filters, 

radio antennae and computers are about. With them applied, we can 

see more clearly what is going on out there and ultimately 

comprehend much about our universe. Lenses to comprehend what is 

illuminated by Light with a capital “L” include our mores, judgements, 

experience and for us masons more specific virtues including Faith, 

Hope, Charity, Brotherly Love, Relief and Truth, Temperance, 

Fortitude, Prudence and Justice and fraternity. Yes, I included 

fraternity as a virtue.  

I know when we receive that Light, it’s a good thing and beautifully 

illustrated in the ritual and masonic writings - end goal in that setting 

being becoming a better man. 

_______________________________________________________ 

     There is no question though that with the same light and lenses we also see illuminated the ugly and 

wicked side of men. Men close to us and men in settings far from us throughout history. 

I have seen too much of the ugly side of men recently and it drives me to run as fast as I can to this 

fraternity in some settings and also drives me to run away from this fraternity as fast as I can in some 

other settings. 

What we see when something is illuminated by a light bulb is not the thing but a reflection of light off the 

thing. The Light we receive in freemasonry I think first is shining on us and therefore creating our 

reflection for others to see. When I only\ see Light as shining on others for me to see, I see what I like or 

don’t like or don’t care about or still don’t comprehend. 

When I see the Light shining on me, I see that rough ashlar. That stone with such glorious potential for 

perfection. It is truly blinding. 

Someone wrote for me once that I am perfecting myself “in the way of truth by advancing knowledge”. 

The lenses I have are my biases, but they are the lenses I also received from Freemasonry. 

We all reflect ourselves when Light shines on us. My reflection is… 

 

 

 

 

Vic Olson, JW AZ#2 2021 
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    As I have travelled through the line, one consistent complaint I have heard is that our 

meetings are too long.  I get it.  In a busy world where we have jobs, families and other 

activities in our lives – sitting in a boring stated meeting till ten o’clock at night can make it 

difficult to carry out your other responsibilities.  That is why I am giving you the 8:30 Out 

Guarantee.  In hopes that you’ll attend and reconnect with your brothers, I promise you 

that you can be out of our stated meeting by 8:30pm GUARANTEED.   

       This year, we have revamped our agenda in the following ways.  Firstly, we start off 

our 7:00pm Stated meeting with your sickness and distress.  Brotherly love is our most 

important duty, so we start our meeting off  right by checking in with our brothers to see 

how they are doing.  Then we continue our meetings with unfinished business and new 

business. But regardless of where we are, at 8:00pm we go from Labor to refreshment for 

the purposes of education.  Each stated meeting, a brother will be giving a 10-20 minute 

education related to one of the Short Talk Bulletins.  Ranging from Masonic Leadership to 

Esoteric Studies, we want to give you something to think about in your day to day travels.  

Then, before we come back to labor – if you need to leave, you are free to go.  Take a 

moment and say goodbye to your brothers until we meet again.  The important thing is for 

us to stay connected – there is no clock on brotherly love.   

Volunteers Needed!   

 

        Brothers, we are looking for volunteers to help 

with lodge duties.   

• Facebook Page 

• Website 

• Widows/Ladies Luncheon 

  If you are interested in taking over these duties or 

forming a committee to work on them, please 

contact the Worshipful Master.   

8:30 OUT -STATED MEETING GUARANTEE 
From Worshipful Master Bo Buchanan 

Be a Free thinker and don’t accept everything you hear as truth, be critical and 

evaluate what you believe in… ~Aristotle.  
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 From the Secretaries Table 

Just Show Up 

     Back in June I went to the Grand Lodge Communication. There is a section in the agenda where 

the appendant bodies and youth groups get to go to the lectern and speak. This year a Jobs 

daughter representative spoke, she was very articulate and knowledgeable about her position and 

the group she represented. Her speech/statement consisted of the topic, “Just show up” and it 

consisted of her experience with a Mason coming to meetings. 

 

    This struck me deeply as she expressed a fulfillment in the need for a good example of what a 

good man and a good Mason should be. From her point of view, him just showing up was the best 

he could do. He did not need to build, he didn’t need to cook, he didn’t need to preach, he just had to 

be there. All the girls needed was for a Mason to be present at all the events. No matter what time 

and where it was, all he needed to do was be there. 

 

    I look around our lodge and see the brothers who make the effort to make an effort. These men 

take time out of their lives to show that to make a Lodge great you have to make time to build that 

greatness. Brothers who know that when the Lodge need bodies for an event or to lend a helping 

hand, or even to just fill a seat, these men are there. There have been times where things needed to 

be done late into the evening or last-minute plans need to be fulfilled, they just show up. There are 

times where people’s schedules do not align with a degree and they can’t make it, that is when just 

showing up comes in handy. You’re not expected to know all of the ritual, nor do you have to be 

word prefect, just look at your book every once and a while and show up. 

 

    There are times where a Brother needs a helping hand. There are times when brothers need an 

ear to listen. There are times when Brothers need fellowship and friendship. There are times where 

a newly Entered Apprentice looks around the lodge and sees the men who will help form his future 

in Masonry, these are the men who show up. 

 

    I look back at my time in this Fraternity, going on 11 years now. And when I think back to the best 

nights and days I’ve had with the Brothers and the connections that were made I can only think of 

one thing that made the difference, I showed up. 

 

 

Michael DiGiacomo P.M., Secretary 
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Pioneer Cemetery holds an important place in the hearts of Arizona Freemasons.   Early founders of the 

state of Arizona as well as Freemasonry in Arizona are buried there.  That is why this year, for the 2nd 

year in a row, in addition to being a member of the Pioneers’ Cemetery Association, we will be donating 

$1.00 for every member of Arizona Lodge No. 2 .   If you would like to support this important Arizona 

historical site, please visit the Pioneers’ Cemetery Association website below:  

http://www.azhistcemeteries.org/ 

 

  

        

 The Heatwave Continues! – Water at the Temple 

 

Summer is in full swing with 100-degree temperatures that drag into the evening!  As a 

continuing tradition, another donor has made sure we have plenty of water for the summer heat!  

If you would like to donate for a pallet of water at the Phoenix Masonic Temple (around $125) – 

please contact the Worshipful Master! 

http://www.azhistcemeteries.org/
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It should be seen that the comments on the three rounds of the ladder are “self-evident” truths. Upon 

hearing them for the first time, the deeper implication might not be immediately apparent, but the truth in 

them is self-evident, nonetheless. That makes them great for contemplative study as it will reveal the 

universal implications of such evident truths. 

How is it that sight can cause Faith to be lost? Sight instantly ends Faith for one of two reasons, either 

that Faith is confirmed, or what is seen shatters Faith with reality. In either case, Faith is gone and only 

the knowledge and experience remain. It is here that an initiate must reaffix his gaze upward and reach 

for that which is beyond his comprehension and ability to experience. 

Fruition as the culmination of efforts or desires can be seen as the obvious end to Hope. A prayer to 

receive a miracle turns into a prayer of thanks once the miracle has been received, and that miracle is not 

asked for again. And all too often, the gratitude for that miracle disappears into the mists of time as more 

work is undertaken, new hardships are encountered, and more needs are realized. 

Charity extending beyond the grave is more abstract to grasp, but its profundity is assured. It’s impossible 

to know how far the reach of your own charity extends. You see it expressed in cheap sentiments about 

how a smile can completely affect someone else’s day. And that is true. All acts leave their impact and 

ripple outward. However, Charity as an act, ripples outward forever. I think this quote from an old Quaker 

named David Elton Trueblood around 1951 really sums up the idea and gives you an inkling of the 

universal implication of Charity. 

“A man has made at least a start on discovering the meaning of life when he plants shade trees under 

which he knows full well he will never sit.” 

 

Bro. Kevin Michael Prier 

PHOTO: Merian (the Elder), Matthaeus (2002) Great Scenes from the Bible. 230 Magnificent 17th Century Engravings. Minneola, Dover. 

 

Three Rounds of the Ladder 
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Education Night! – Alchemy 101 by Bro Briggs Cunningham 

  

 

 

 

 

There was a nice group of Brothers and Seekers for Bro. Briggs’ 

Alchemy 101 presentation. Brothers from Arizona 2, Saguaro 45, 

Scottsdale 43, and Montezuma 35 were all treated to a physical 

demonstration of Alchemy along with an explanation of the 

connection of the operation to one’s own growth and 

transformation. 

 

 

 

Above: Bro. Briggs Cunningham 

describes the Mysteries. 

Right: Attendees listen and watch 

intently as the demonstration is 

introduced. 
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Education Night! – Alchemy 101 by Bro Briggs Cunningham 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 
Copper -> Silver(Zinc) -> Gold(Brass) 
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July Degrees!   

 
 Congratulations to our newest Master Mason, Brother Andrew Long!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

July 13, 2021 
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Brothers Volunteer at St Joseph the Worker 

  

  

  

  

  

St Joseph the Worker is developing a new program to teach 

people the challenges faced by the homeless and those trying 

to get back into the workforce.  It was an eye-opening process 

that taught us how difficult it is to know where to start and 

gather the resources needed like transportation, ID, opening a 

bank account, finding a place to sleep, and more. 
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Brothers Volunteer at St Joseph the Worker 

  

The frustrations we felt were only a small indicator of what people go through every day as they try to build 

their lives back up. Thank you to all the workers at St Joseph the Worker who work so hard to give these 

people a hand up - and thank you to all the volunteers who came out to help develop this process. 
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Vandalism at the Phoenix Masonic Temple 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Early in July, the Phoenix 

Masonic Temple was 

vandalized in an apparent theft 

of the three air conditioning 

systems that keep the largest 

parts of the building cool. 

As a result, events at the 

Temple have been limited due 

to the uncomfortable heat in the 

dead of Arizona summer. 

However, in truly Masonic 

fashion, Brothers sprang to 

action and repairs were 

completed in just three short 

weeks! One can tell that pride is 

taken in our Temple. 
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AUGUST STATED MEETING 

WILL BE IN PERSON AS OF THIS PRINTING  
Stay Tuned for updates via Facebook, Website & Email 

   
 

No Dinner will be served.  

 

7:00pm – Gavel starts the in-person August Stated Meeting 

We will be celebrating all August Masonic Birthdays as well!  
 

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
Stated Meetings 

Short Talk Education 
This year, each month at our 

Stated Meeting we will be 

presenting a “Short Talk 

Bulletin” originally written by 

the Masonic Service 

Association. Each month a 

different officer will be 

presenting. Check out the 

website for short talk podcasts! 

www.MSANA.com 

Quarry of the Mind 
 

Every 4th Tuesday we will hold 

our “Quarry of the Mind” 

education night, either in 

person or virtually online – 

open to Masons & Non-

Masons about esoteric topics, 

the 7 arts & sciences & self-

improvement.  These will 

continue online while we are 

unable to meet in person.    

Trestleboard Education 
7 Arts & Sciences 

 

Each Month for 7 months of 

the year, our electronic 

Trestleboard will focus on 7 

Arts and Sciences.   

Each Sunday, our Facebook 

page will share an exciting 

virtual education presentation. 

 

We are that we repeatedly do.  Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit. 

….Aristotle 

2021 DUES  

2021 DUES are now payable.  Dues are the lifeblood of a lodge and help us keep running 

smoothly.  Lodge dues become payable in December of the year prior.  Dues are now 

OVERDUE.  You can now use Chase QUICKPAY or pay via Paypal.  A link for 

paypal/credit card payment will soon be placed on our website page.      

4th Tuesday Education 
Quarry of the Mind 

 

In 2021, we will continue our 

4th Tuesday education night 

with a long form education 

every 4th Tuesday – either 

virtual or in person.  Check 

Facebook & the calendar for 

topics and speakers.  

 

http://www.msana.com/
http://www.msana.com
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AUGUST MASONIC BIRTHDAYS 
  

Robert Corbin 8/21/50 71 yrs 

 

Harold Stone 8/13/64 57 yrs 

John Daud 8/27/70 51 yrs 

Dale Coyle 8/04/72 49 yrs 

Akiva Rubinstein 8/31/99 22 yrs 

Duane Francis 8/29/13   8 yrs 

   

   

   

 

  

“There are no strangers in Freemasonry, only friends you’ve yet to meet.” – Author Unknown 

 

“Growing old is no more than a bad habit which a busy man has no time to form.” – Ande 
Maurois 

 

“Freemasonry is ‘veiled in allegory and illustrated by symbols’ because these are the surest 
way by which moral and ethical truths may be taught. It is not only with the brain and with the 
mind that the initiate must take Freemasonry but also with the heart.”  

- Carl H Claudy 

Source: Unknown 

“Whatever we may think of the legends of Masonry, as recited in its oldest documents, its 
symbols, older than the order itself, link it with the earliest thought and faith of the race. No 
doubt those emblems lost some of their luster in the troublous time of transition we are about 
to traverse, but their beauty never wholly faded, and they had only to be touched to shine.”  

- Joseph Fort Newton – The Builders (1914) 
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  Upcoming Events 
 

 

 

  

  

 

Sickness & Distress 

 
 
 
 

 
 

     
 
 

 

August Schedule 

     8/2/21 Trustees Meeting (Virtual) 

     8/3/21  Stated Meeting – In person 

   8/10/21 Officers Long Term Planning (State 48) 

   8/17/21 No Meeting 

   8/24/21 Quarry of the Mind Education Night –  
Leading in a Digital World by Bro. Dr. Ted Cross 

   8/31/21 5th Tuesday Social –  

Taylor’s Chowder House 

Please check our Facebook page or Web page for 

information and links for meetings and the latest updates.   

             

 

Lodge #2 Committees 
 

Dues & Bylaws:  Matthew Harris (Chairman), Vic 

Olson, Cory Whalin, Matthew Traylor 

Fundraising:  Cory Whalin, Robb Knotts 

Calling Committee:  Drew Armenta (Chairman), Vic 

Olson, Anthony Miller 

Sickness & Distress:  WM Bo Buchanan, Mike 

DiGiacomo 

 

P l e a s e  k e e p  o u r  b r o t h e r s ,  t h o s e  

k n o w n  a n d  u n k n o w n ,  i n  y o u r  p r a y e r s  

a n d  a s k  t h a t  t h e  G r e a t  A r c h i t e c t  o f  

t h e  U n i v e r s e  h e l p  t h e m  f i n d  p e a ce  

a n d  s t r e n g t h  i n  t h e i r  t i m e  o f  

d i f f i c u l t y .  
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Our New Lodge Coin is Here!    

Coins are $15.00 shipped to you – just click on the link below and purchase a 

coin to have it directly mailed to you!   

                       Coins are heavy duty enamel filled –1 ¾” wide!  

                               https://www.azlodge2.org/lodge-coin 

Or, if you’d like to save on postage -purchase one next time you’re at lodge! 

This is a lodge fundraiser.  All proceeds will go into our lodge general fund.   

https://www.azlodge2.org/lodge-coin
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2021 Officers for Arizona No. 2 
 

Worshipful Master             Senior Warden              Junior Warden 

Bo Buchanan               Matthew Harris              Victor Olson 

630.846.4663   480.939.1321    480-544-2174 

rfb321@gmail.com    mharrisaz2@outlook.com              victoro@pdgoffice.com  

  

Treasurer    Secretary    Chaplain 

Cory Whalin    Michael DiGiacomo   Anthony Crosson 

480.246.5566   602-570-4476   602-717-0435 

cory@suvinowineryaz.com  secretary@azlodge2.org   acrosson1984@gmail.com   

 

Senior Deacon   Junior Deacon   Marshall 

John Canisales   Robb Knotts    Bryan Vance 

623-853-7913   602.769.8468   928.380.3188 

Jcanisales3@gmail.com   Apollyon07@gmail.com    bryanrvance@yahoo.com  

 

Senior Steward   Junior Steward    

Joel Birch    Drew Armenta    

623-680-7531   480.709.0783    

Apollyon07@gmail.com   drewarmenta@hotmail.com     

 

Trustees:  Bo Buchanan(WM), Mike DiGiacomo(Sec), Cory Whalin(Treas), Robb Marquis (PM), 

Chad Gappa (PM), John Canisales(SD). 

 

mailto:rfb321@gmail.com
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